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1, Detached
Renewed and emerging housing in Detroit

Aaron Weller

Left : “Splitting: Four Corners”, Gordon Matta-Clark, 19741;  Right : Blue-collar housing development , Detroit’s West side, 1927.2
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Opposite left : Russell Woods, Detroit ; opposite right : Twin Maple Ln., West Bloomfield Hills 
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Over 67,000 foreclosures vacant, 20095  

1 ,349,900 single f amily, 
det ached unit s,  2003 3  
2,956 new housing permits in the city, 20054

300,726 new housing permits in the suburb, 20054 
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Post-war Detroit was beset with problems 

stemming from long-standing structural 

issues including housing shortages and 

an aging central city housing stock. Cities 

had not attempted to address the Great 

Migration of African Americans from the 

Southern United States, and continued 

immigration of peoples from Europe, Asia, 

and Latin America. For earlier generations of 

immigrants, already settled and economically 

mobile, the suburb emerged as a viable 

frontier to a burgeoning central city. A new 

house in the suburb put on multifarious 

guises. A new house in the suburb became 

an intimate domicile in close proximity to 

‘nature’, albeit mythical. A new house in 

the suburb became a tendency induced 

by Federal policy encouragement, namely 

through long-term financing guarantees from 

the Home Owner’s Loan Corporation (HOLC).8 

A new house in the suburb became a reaction 

against misperceived threats to ethnic and 

urban identities.9 A new house in the suburb 

became in vogue: ubiquitous electrification, 

variable point transport via roads and cars, 

and mass produced gadgets promising leisure 

all seemed congruent in vast open farmland. 

Suburbia emerged unplanned, however, it 

provoked a desire for order, and became a 

counterpoint against a decentralizing city. 

          In 1939, the Michigan State Planning 

Commission voiced concern regarding 

informal development occurring on the 

fringes of Detroit. The plan opposite, 

published by the State Planning Commission 

in 1939, exemplifies broad concerns on the 

part of stakeholders during this period. 

Subdivision homogeneity was prioritized 

over heterogeneity, both in terms of social 

and economic strata. The Michigan State 

Planning Commission was concerned with 

the diversity of restrictions in close proximity 

with no concern expressed regarding explicit 

discrimination, instead pronouncing a call to 

control this emerging type of habitation.

This inconsistency in the application of building and other restrictions to subdivisions in the same 

area, is merely one indication of the effect of lack of control and coordination.”7

                —Michigan State Planning Commission, June 1939

“

“ Decentralization is taking place. It is not a policy, it is a reality —and it is impossible for us to change 

this trend as it is to change the desire of birds to migrate to a more suitable location.”6

               —Seward H. Mott, Senior Federal Housing Administration official, 1939

Right : Michigan State Planning Commission study of Garden City and Village of Inkster, 1939.10
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Another incident of diversity in housing, here 

with desire for class integration, was con-

sciously proposed in the late 1940s. 

          In 1949, The Federal Housing Act made 

available federal money for housing projects 

coordinated by local governments which 

could include private developers. Detroit 

prior to this federal assistance program initi-

ated studies for a comprehensive master plan 

in 1946 (the plan was not approved as a cohe-

sive document until 1951).11 The plan aspired 

to confront issues posed by post-World War II 

cities, including housing.

          Housing initiatives were coordinated 

as part of a general land use plan, one part 

of a comprehensive plan that also included 

riverfront development, cultural and conven-

tion center development, and transporta-

tion. Through its planning efforts the City 

of Detroit was able to secure money from 

the federal government. Much of the money 

awarded to local municipalities was spent in 

the name of “urban renewal”. Areas of the city 

were judged as blighted and slated for slum 

clearance. In addition to this general trend, 

The City of Detroit had plans to maintain and 

build new public housing projects. George 

Edwards, then City Council President who 

oversaw the City Plan Commission presented 

a document that proposed a number of proj-

ects that would accommodate the relocation 

of residents, largely African Americans, cur-

rently living in houses slated for clearance. 

The new public housing proposals were sited 

in dispersed locations throughout the city, 

not simply concentrated at the core. Instead, 

new public housing  was proposed at the 

municipal edges. It was thought that public 

housing nearer to the most economic mo-

bile would be beneficial. The proposals were 

never built. George Edwards was defeated by 

Albert Cobo in a 1949 Mayoral race. All public 

housing sites proposed at the city periphery 

were deleted between 1949-1950. However, 

urban renewal and slum clearance persisted.

Right : City of Detroit Planning Commission Proposed Generalized Land Use Plan & Proposed System of Trafficways.12
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July 15, 1949: President Harry S. Truman signs the Federal Housing Act.

Fall 1949: Albert Cobo elected mayor, defeats George Edwards, then 
president of the Common Council (agency that overlooks City Planning 
Commission).

January 19, 1950: Housing Commission applies for two-year program 
reservation of $4,311,440 in capital grants for slum clearance and 
urban redevelopment.

January 24, 1950: Common Council deletes site no. 11 from city’s 
public low-rent housing program.

March 14, 1950: Common Council deletes sites no. 5, 6, 7, 7A, 8, 9; 
approves site no. 1, 2, 3 and 4.

May 2, 1950: Common Council deletes site no. 4 from the city’s public 
housing program.13

Right : Proposed public housing sites for Detroit in the 1940s.14
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Each side of a block was rated from a slowly 

moving automobile. Two raters were used 

in order to minimize individual bias. The 

ratings were based on two general criteria: 

1. the condition of the residential struc-

tures; 2. the environment. It was found 

that the following external factors were in-

dicative of poor housing: 1. structure out 

of plumb; 2. Rotting of building members; 

3. makeshift or deteriorated roof; 4. poor 

foundations; 5. lack of central heating.”15

“

Behind: Fisher Freeway, Detroit .16
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Left : Sanborn Fire Insurance Map with notes on demolition of Black Bottom, 1950.17 

Above left : Gratiot and Orleans street in Black Bottom after demolition, 1951.18 

Above right : Shift change at the Ford River Rouge Plant .19 
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Housing projects built during urban renewal 

benefitted families in need, however, many 

factors led to quick deterioration and subse-

quent demolition, not least was a high con-

centration of low-income families with mini-

mal proximity to economic and social capital. 

Most public housing is situated in marginal-

ized areas of the city, and is consistently 

adjacent to large scale infrastructure and 

industrial areas. As a result, public housing 

became politically difficult to defend. Federal 

support has waned during shifts in political 

power and during economic recessions.

          However in 1994, The City of Detroit 

instituted a notable urban revitalization pro-

gram with 100mil. Federal dollars allocated 

to a seemingly arbitrary defined central city 

area.20 Soon thereafter, demolition became 

an active revitalization strategy. Also in the 

1990s, The City of Detroit applied for Hope VI 

Federal grants. This program was developed 

“to plan for the eradication of severely dis-

tressed public housing.”21 Hope VI has been 

instrumental in providing funds for the demo-

lition and construction of new public hous-

ing in Detroit. Three projects are currently 

under construction, albeit in the exact same 

location as the demolished projects with only 

altered architectural characteristics. In most 

instances, stick framed townhouses have re-

placed brick veneered mega-blocks.

          Will a wholesale replacement do any-

thing more than superficially confront low-

income housing? Are not the same structural 

issues in place that persisted previously, only 

now, in a new form? Does the housing short-

age that inspired black “pioneers” to venture 

into all white neighborhoods after the 1948 

Shelley v Kraemer / McGee v Sipes Supreme 

Court ruling in favor of open housing still 

persist? In the wake of urban renewal, “black 

bottom”  and “paradise valley” evaporated, 

many public housing sites have only recently 

begun to bustle again with tractors moving 

dirt after 15-plus years left untended, and De-

troit’s central city single-family housing stock 

has steadily dwindled since deindustrializa-

tion and decentralization became prominent 

characteristics of Detroit. Yes, the population 

of Detroit has declined, but I wonder if in tan-

dem with the demand for housing.

Opposite left : Edsel Ford Freeway, Detroit . Opposite right : House near Mack Ave. & Gratiot Ave.22
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Opposite: occupied housing in Detroit , 201023; above: City of Detroit Master Plan, “Public Housing”, 1951.24
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Fredrick Douglass Homes

Emerald Springs, formerly Charles Terrace Jeffries East , formerly Jeffries EastNew Brewster Homes, formerly Brewster -DouglassDiggs Jr. Homes, rebuilt

Jeffries Homes, rebuiltVillage at Parkside IV, rebuilt

Sojourner Truth, rebuilt

Scattered Sites, formerly Jeffries HomesHarriet Tubman Apar tment s Garden View Apar tment s, formerly Herman Gardens

Village at Parkside II, rebuilt

Existing Public Housing Sites in the City of Detroit , 2010.25
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These modest and standardized houses in the 

photograph were built in 1927 for single blue-

collar families and measure 2,600 ft2. The houses 

are located in and around the neighborhood of 

Russell Woods, which is situated within one of 

the largest areas not bisected by an expressway 

and in close proximity to the Central city and 

Hamtramck. The housing typologies emerging 

from this neighborhood stand in contrast to 

both suburban and public housing homogeneity 

and isolation. Today, most of these brick houses 

accommodate two residents. 

Blue-collar housing development , Detroit’s West side, 1927.26
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Public housing in Detroit Opposite: occupied housing in Detroit , 201027; above: City of Detroit Master Plan, “Redevelopment Areas”, 1951.28
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W Grand Street W Grand Street W Grand Street

Kendall Street Kendall Street Waverly StreetClement s StreetClement s Street

Tyler Street Tyler StreetW Grand Street

Clement s Street

Blue-collar housing development , Detroit’s West side, 2010.29
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